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One of the puzzling aspects in the visual attention literature is the discrepancy between electrophysiological and fMRI findings: whereas
fMRI studies reveal strong attentional modulation in the earliest visual areas, single-unit and local field potential studies yielded mixed
results. In addition, it is not clear to what extent spatial attention effects extend from early to high-order visual areas. Here we addressed
these issues using electrocorticography recordings in epileptic patients. The patients performed a task that allowed simultaneous ma-
nipulation of both spatial and object-based attention. They were presented with composite stimuli, consisting of a small object (face or
house) superimposed on a large one, and in separate blocks, were instructed to attend one of the objects. We found a consistent increase
in broadband high-frequency (30 –90 Hz) power, but not in visual evoked potentials, associated with spatial attention starting with V1/V2
and continuing throughout the visual hierarchy. The magnitude of the attentional modulation was correlated with the spatial selectivity
of each electrode and its distance from the occipital pole. Interestingly, the latency of the attentional modulation showed a significant
decrease along the visual hierarchy. In addition, electrodes placed over high-order visual areas (e.g., fusiform gyrus) showed both effects
of spatial and object-based attention. Overall, our results help to reconcile previous observations of discrepancy between fMRI and
electrophysiology. They also imply that spatial attention effects can be found both in early and high-order visual cortical areas, in parallel
with their stimulus tuning properties.

Introduction
Selective visual attention is a multidimensional process in which
the attended stream of information is processed preferentially
relative to the ignored streams (O’Craven et al., 1999; Kanwisher
and Wojciulik, 2000). One of the puzzling aspects in the attention
literature is the discrepancy between electrophysiological and
fMRI findings (Boynton, 2011). Human fMRI studies consis-
tently revealed strong attentional modulation of early visual cor-
tex, including V1 (Brefczynski and DeYoe, 1999; Gandhi et al.,
1999; Kastner et al., 1999; Martinez et al., 1999; Somers et al.,
1999). Single-unit and local field potentials recordings in nonhu-
man primates, on the other hand, yielded more mixed results

(Roelfsema et al., 1998; Fries et al., 2002; Maunsell and Cook,
2002; Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004; Buffalo et al., 2010; Buffalo et
al., 2011; Bosman et al., 2012). Intriguingly, an electrocorticog-
raphy (ECoG) study in humans found no effect of spatial atten-
tion in V1 and V2 (Yoshor et al., 2007). However, this study only
examined evoked responses, time-locked to the stimuli, whereas
attentional modulation might be more pronounced in the in-
duced broadband high-frequency (HF) responses, also termed
broadband gamma responses (Tallon-Baudry et al., 2005;
Lachaux and Ossandón, 2009; Engell and McCarthy, 2010).
These responses are also better coupled to the fMRI BOLD signal
(Engell et al., 2012). The picture has been further complicated by
the recent report that attention, paradoxically, reduces stimulus-
driven gamma-band responses in primate V1 (Chalk et al., 2010).

Another open question concerns the nature of spatial atten-
tion in high-order visual cortex. Several fMRI studies have shown
spatial attention effects in high-order visual areas in tasks that
required attending the left versus right visual fields. However, it is
not clear whether such attentional effects extend to size/eccen-
tricity (Avidan et al., 2003) given the significant contribution of
size/eccentricity information in ventral occipitotemporal cortex
(Levy et al., 2001).
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Here, we aimed at addressing these issues using ECoG recordings
in epileptic patients. ECoG provides a rich electrophysiological sig-
nal, which can be decomposed to various oscillation frequencies.
Previous studies have shown that rhythmic narrow-band gamma
synchronization is modulated by attention (Fries et al., 2001; Fries et
al., 2002; Buffalo et al., 2011; Womelsdorf and Fries, 2011; Bosman et
al., 2012). Here we focused on studying attentional modulation of
broadband HF responses, which likely reflect the underlying popu-
lation firing rates (Kreiman et al., 2006; Nir et al., 2007; Manning et
al., 2009; Burns et al., 2010; Ray and Maunsell, 2011) and/or post-
synaptic potentials (Miller et al., 2009) and compared them with
visual evoked potentials (VEPs).

We report four main observations: (1) we found selective
modulation of broadband HF power (but not of VEPs) associated
with attention starting with V1/V2 and continuing throughout
the cortical hierarchy; (2) attentional modulation was correlated
to stimulus selectivity on the one hand, and to the cortical hier-
archy, on the other hand; (3) the latency of the attentional mod-
ulation was reduced along the cortical hierarchy; and (4)
eccentricity-related attentional effects were not confined to early
visual areas but extended to high-order areas as well.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and recordings
Ten patients (2 males, 9 right-handed, age: 30 � 3.9, mean � SEM; Table
1) with pharmacologically intractable epilepsy, monitored for potential
surgical treatment, participated in the present study. Two patients did
not have any visually responsive electrodes and therefore were excluded
from further analysis. Two additional patients performed nonstandard
tasks: one performed a categorization task and the second performed a
1-back memory task at the cued location. Unlike the standard task, in the
categorization task the object categories were mixed within a given block.
Therefore, this patient was excluded from the object-based attention
analysis. Excluding the patient who performed the 1-back task did not
alter any of the main results; he was thus included in the final analyses.
Three patients were children, 12–16 years of age (Table 1). There were no
significant differences between children and adults in the latency of the
broadband HF response or in its amplitude or spectral content. There-
fore, data obtained from children were combined in the final analysis.
The recordings were conducted at the Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center,
Israel. All patients provided fully informed consent according to the
institutional Committee for Activities Involving Human subjects.

Each patient was implanted with 28 – 68 intracranial electrodes (Ad-
tech), which were arranged in 1D strips and 2D grids. Each contact was 2
mm in diameter with 1 cm separation. The location and number of
electrodes were based solely on clinical criteria. Recordings were mono-
polar and were referenced to an extracranial electrode. In 6 patients, the
signal was sampled at a rate of 200 Hz (Grass Technologies) and in the

other 4 patients, at a rate of 256 Hz (CareFusion). Stimulus-triggered
electrical pulses were recorded along with the ECoG data for precise
synchronization of the stimuli with the neural responses.

The recordings were conducted at the patients’ quiet bedside. Stimuli
were presented via a standard LCD screen, and keyboard responses were
recorded for measurement of behavioral performance.

Electrode localization
Computed tomography (CT) scans following electrode implantation
were coregistered to the preoperative MRI using BioImagesuite (www.
bioimagesuite.org). Electrodes were then identified in the CT, and their
coordinates were normalized to Talairach coordinates (Talairach and
Tournoux, 1988) and rendered in BrainVoyager software in two dimen-
sions as a surface mesh, enabling precise localization of the electrodes.
For joint presentation of all patients’ electrodes, electrode locations were
projected onto a cortical reconstruction of a healthy subject from a pre-
vious fMRI study of our group.

Experimental design
Attention experiment. The patients were presented with composite stim-
uli, consisting of a small circle (radius of �1.7° of visual angle) contain-
ing a line drawing of a face or a house, superimposed on a large circle
(radius of �9° of visual angle) containing a line drawing from the other
category (Fig. 1). To avoid higher information content in the large images
compared with the small ones, we generated the large images by enlarg-
ing the small images by a factor of 5.3. In separate blocks, the patients
were cued to attend the small or the large objects. Within a given block,
the object category presented at each eccentricity was constant (i.e., there
were 2 types of blocks: a face within a house and a house within a face).
The cue appeared for 2 s and consisted of a single object marked by a red
frame. The cue informed the patients both which eccentricity to attend
and which specific target they are required to detect in the following
block, which started after a jittered fixation period of 3–5 s. Each block
consisted of 8 stimuli, each of which was presented for 250 ms followed
by 1250 ms fixation. The task of the patients was to detect the target
stimulus at the cued location by pressing a mouse button while main-
taining fixation. To keep patients attentive, the target stimulus appeared
2– 4 times in each block. There were 10 blocks of each condition, each
lasting 12 s, interleaved with 3 s fixation periods and divided into two
runs. The same composite images appeared in both conditions in a dif-
ferent order; thus, the retinal input at both attentional conditions was
identical. Importantly, this paradigm allowed manipulating not only
spatial attention but also object-based attention. Because the object cat-
egories were always mixed (e.g., a face within a house) and because within
a given block the object category presented at each eccentricity was con-
stant, attending a certain eccentricity (center vs periphery) inevitably also
meant attending a certain object category. However, the counterbalance
of object categories and eccentricities allowed a 2 � 2 design, isolating the
eccentricity and object category effects.

Stimulus control experiment. This experiment was identical to the at-
tention experiment, except that the stimuli contained either a small or a
large object (Fig. 1, stimulus control experiment) while the patients per-
formed a categorization task (face or house).

Eye movement controls
Inadvertent shifts in eye position may affect ECoG responses, particularly
in spatially selective retinotopic responses. Our experimental paradigm
was designed to minimize eye movements by two means. First, stimuli
were presented briefly (250 ms) and terminated before a substantial frac-
tion of saccadic eye movements could be executed. Second, the concen-
tric circular presentation that was used in our study (Fig. 1) was less
susceptible to trigger reflexive eye movements toward one side of the
visual field compared with tasks in which the participant has to attend the
left or the right visual fields. In addition, in two patients, eye positions
were recorded at 500 Hz using a remote infrared eye tracking system (SR
Research Eyelink 1000). Trials in which eye position exceeded the
boundaries of the small image were counted in each attentional condi-
tion. We also compared the values of the attentional modulation with
and without these trials. Finally, we repeated the main analyses using a
short time window of 100 –300 ms post-stimulus onset (as opposed to the

Table 1. Patient characteristics

Patient ID Gender
Age
(years) Handedness

Implanted
hemisphere

No. of
implanted
electrodes

Seizure
localization

28 F 40 Right RH 44 Right aT
29 F 28 Right Bilateral 56 Right T
32 F 36 Left Bilateral 47 Left mF
33 F 14 Right LH 28 Left T
35 F 12 Right RH 63 Right F-P
36 F 37 Right RH 54 Right P-T-O
40 F 33 Right Bilateral 60 Right T
41 M 36 Right RH 68 Right F-T
43 F 16 Right LH 62 Left P-T-O
46 M 48 Right RH 68 Right T

550

RH, Right hemisphere; LH, left hemisphere; F, frontal; T, temporal; O, occipital; P, parietal; a, anterior; p, posterior; m,
medial.
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standard 50 – 600 ms time window), in which it
is less likely that eye movements took place.

Definitions of electrode ensembles
Visually responsive electrodes. Following Fisch
et al. (2009), these electrodes were defined as
those with short- to mid-latency responses (up
to 250 ms post-stimulus onset) to visual stim-
uli in the stimulus control experiment.

Early visual electrodes. These were defined
based on two criteria: (1) geodesic distance
(i.e., distance along the cortical surface) of �40
mm from the occipital pole (Murphey et al.,
2009); and (2) response latency of �100 ms
(Fisch et al., 2009).

V1/V2 electrodes. Following Yoshor et al.
(2007), electrodes were assigned to V1/V2 ac-
cording to their anatomical locations based on
well-established definitions of V1/V2 borders
from fMRI studies in healthy participants
(Sereno et al., 1995; DeYoe et al., 1996).

Data analysis
Behavioral data. For each patient and for each
attentional condition, we computed the mean
reaction time (RT), accuracy rate (number of
hits divided by the number of target-present
trials) and false alarm rate (i.e., percentage of
cases in which the patient responded even
though the target was absent). In computing
the mean RT, only hits were considered and
trials in which the RT deviated from the mean
RT by �2 SD were excluded. In computing the
accuracy and false alarm rates, no trials were
excluded. However, blocks with more than one error were excluded from
the neural data analysis.

Neural data: preprocessing and broadband HF responses calculation. In
the preprocessing stage, potential 50 Hz electrical interference was re-
moved from the raw signals using a linear-phase notch infinite impulse
response filter of order 4. In addition, each electrode was average-
referenced by subtraction of the averaged signal of all the electrodes, thus
discarding non-neuronal contributions (Privman et al., 2007). It could
be argued that subtracting the averaged signal of all electrodes, including
visually responsive electrodes, might have affected the results. However,
note that in all 10 patients only a minority of the electrodes were visually
responsive (11 � 3%, mean � SEM, range: 0 –25%). Furthermore, we
reanalyzed the entire dataset, subtracting the mean signal of nonvisual
electrodes only. For each one of the 4 stimulus and attentional modulation
indices (see Individual electrode analysis), we computed the correlation be-
tween the values obtained by referencing of all electrodes versus referencing
of nonvisual electrodes only. All the correlation coefficients were near-
perfect (spatial selectivity index: r � 0.98, p � 10�47; spatial attention index:
r � 0.94, p � 10�30; object selectivity index: r � 0.99, p � 10�50; object
attention index: r � 0.98, p � 10�42). Therefore, it is unlikely that subtract-
ing the mean response of all electrodes, including visual electrodes, affected
our results.

The broadband HF responses were computed in the following man-
ner: for each trial, Fourier transform amplitude spectrum with Hanning
window tapering was calculated in a 160 ms sliding window with a step
size of 5.96 ms. Next, the baseline power spectrum was computed by
averaging a prestimulus period of 250 ms across all trials from all condi-
tions. The time-frequency decomposition of each trial was then divided
by this baseline and averaged across trials (Lachaux et al., 2005). Finally,
the broadband HF responses were calculated as the average of the spec-
trogram’s frequency rows in the range of 30 –90 Hz (Vidal et al., 2010).
The lower bound of this range was set to 30 Hz because of reduction in
spectral power at lower frequencies after visual stimulation, termed
event-related desynchronization (Fig. 2F ) (Crone et al., 2006). The up-
per bound (90 Hz) was dictated by the sampling rate (200 Hz in most

patients). Note that within this range the power increases were rather
uniform in sign. Unless stated otherwise, for statistical tests, the broad-
band HF response was quantified as the area under the curve (AUC) in a
time window of 50 – 600 ms post-stimulus onset. This time window was
chosen because of the long latencies of attentional effects in V1/V2 re-
ported in previous studies (Buffalo et al., 2010).

Data processing was carried out using MATLAB (The Mathworks) and
EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). Geodesic distance between each
electrode and the occipital pole was measured using the CARET software
(Van Essen et al., 2001).

Individual electrode analysis. For each visual electrode, we computed 4
indices based on the mean broadband HF AUC of each experimental
condition. Two indices captured the stimulus modulation assessed in the
control experiment:

Spatial selectivity idx �
small � large

small � large

Object selectivity idx �
face � house

face � house

And analogically, two indices referred to the attentional modulation in
the main experiment:

Spatial attention idx �
attend_small � attend_large

attend_small � attend_large

Object attention idx �
attend_face � attend_house

attend_face � attend_house

These indices were also computed as d� values by replacing the denom-
inator of these formulas by the SD of the broadband HF AUC across trials
in each experimental condition. For example, the spatial selectivity d�
was computed as follows:

Mean(small) � Mean(large)

Mean(std(small), std(large))

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and eye tracking. A, Attention experiment: the patients viewed composite stimuli, consisting
of a small object (line drawing of either a face or a house) superimposed on a large one. In separate blocks, the patients were cued
to attend the small or the large object while maintaining fixation and performing a target detection task. B, Stimulus control
experiment: the same images from the attention experiment were presented in isolation while the patient performed a categori-
zation task (face or house). C, Example of eye fixations measured in one of the patients during attend center (orange) and attend
periphery trials (green). Note that all the fixations were well confined within the borders of the small image.
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The magnitude of the spatial attention modulation (see Fig. 4) was de-
fined as the absolute value of the spatial attention index. We also com-
puted the effective attention index (see Fig. 7) as follows:

EAI �
mean(abs_spatial_attention_idx, abs_object_attention_idx)

mean(abs_spatial_selectivity_idx, abs_object_selectivity_idx)

Population analysis. In the population analysis of spatial attention effects
in early visual cortex (see Fig. 4E), we computed the averaged broadband
HF responses across all early visual electrodes, separately for the “pre-
ferred location attended” versus “nonpreferred location attended” con-
ditions. The responses were normalized by the peak of the broadband HF
response to the “preferred location attended.”

A similar analysis was performed in Figure 6 (top row) for high-order
visual electrodes. Here we differentiated between 2 sets of high-order
visual electrodes based on their selectivity in the stimulus control exper-
iment: spatial selective electrodes (left) and object selective electrodes
(right). For object-selective electrodes, the comparison was between
“preferred object attended” and “nonpreferred object attended.” Note
that this differentiation between spatial and object selective electrodes

was not feasible for early visual electrodes because of the small number of
early visual electrodes that showed object selectivity (n � 3).

In the VEP analysis (see Fig. 8), the electrode sets were defined based
on the VEPs in the stimulus control experiment. Then, the VEPs in the
attention experiment were averaged within each electrode set according
to the preferred location or object. VEPs were plotted as z-scores and not
as voltages because the absolute voltage values were highly variable across
electrodes. A major part of this variance probably stemmed from the
specific position of the electrode relative to the surface of the cortex.
Therefore, the VEPs were z-scored and only then averaged across
electrodes.

Statistical tests
Statistical significance of stimulus modulation (i.e., spatial and object
selectivity) of each recording electrode was determined by means of a
two-way ANOVA with factors eccentricity (center or periphery) and
object category (face or house). The two-way ANOVA was performed on
the broadband HF responses AUC in a time window of 50 – 600 ms after
stimulus onset. These responses were acquired during the stimulus con-
trol experiment. Because the stimulus modulation was used only as a

Figure 2. Distribution of visually responsive electrodes and typical response profiles. A, Classification of visual electrodes as V1/V2 (blue with a cyan contour), early (blue) or high-order (red). The
electrodes were superimposed on a cortical reconstruction of a healthy subject from a previous fMRI study. Electrode positions are shown on a ventral view of the cortical hemispheres (middle top
row), on a lateral view of the cortical hemispheres (top row, right and left), and on an unfolded occipitotemporal cortical surface (bottom). Estimated borders of early visual cortex based on a previous
fMRI study are shown in black on the unfolded cortical surface. B, Spatial selectivity map: visual electrodes that showed a significant ( p � 0.05, uncorrected) preference to the center (orange) or to
the periphery (green) of the visual field in the stimulus control experiment. P, Posterior; A, anterior. C, Object selectivity map: visual electrodes that showed a significant ( p � 0.05, uncorrected)
preference to faces (purple) or houses (cyan). D, From left to right: broadband HF (30 –90 Hz) responses from the stimulus control experiment of 2 early visual electrodes (center- and periphery-
selective) and of 2 high-order visual electrodes (face- and house-selective). B, C, The locations of these four electrodes are marked by arrows of the corresponding colors. SEM is given by shading, and
time points showing a significant difference between the two conditions ( p � 0.05, corrected) are shown in yellow. Stimulus onset is marked by a dashed vertical line, and the red horizontal bar
(left panel) indicates image presentation duration. Note the robust spatial and object selectivity manifested by the broadband HF responses. E, VEPs of the four electrodes shown in D. The number
of trials refers to both D and E. F, Time–frequency decompositions of a representative visual electrode (house-selective in this example). The spectrograms show the induced spectral responses to
houses (top) and faces (bottom). The spectrogram’s colors indicate power increase (red) or decrease (blue) relative to prestimulus baseline. The dashed vertical line indicates stimulus onset, and the
dashed horizontal line indicates the lower bound (30 Hz) of the broadband HF response. C, Center; P, periphery; F, face; H, house.
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localizer, i.e., to select electrodes for the main attentional modulation
analysis, no correction for multiple comparisons was used.

Statistical significance of attentional modulation in electrodes that
were either spatial or object-selective was determined by two methods:
(1) A two-way ANOVA with factors eccentricity (attend center or pe-
riphery) and object category (attend face or house). The two-way
ANOVA was performed on the broadband HF responses AUC on a time
window of 50 – 600 ms after stimulus onset acquired during the attention
experiment. (2) A point-by-point paired t test on a time window of
50 –1000 ms post-stimulus onset comparing the broadband HF re-
sponses when the preferred eccentricity/category was attended and the
response when the nonpreferred eccentricity/category (respectively) was
attended. Multiple comparisons were corrected using the false discovery
rate (FDR) procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

This point-by-point t test and multiple comparisons correction was
used also to mark time points with a significant difference between any 2
conditions (marked as a yellow area throughout the figures).

To compute the response latency and the attentional modulation la-
tency of each visual electrode (see Fig. 4B), the Student’s t test was used
for each individual time point (FDR corrected). The response latency was
defined as the time point in which broadband HF power first became
significantly greater than its prestimulus baseline value (Fisch et al.,
2009). Attentional modulation latency was defined as the time point in
which the broadband HF power in attending the preferred location/
category first became significantly greater than the broadband HF power
in attending the nonpreferred location/category (respectively).

In the population analyses (see Figs. 6, 8), given the relatively small
sample sizes, the significance of the attentional effects was assessed using
the paired Wilcoxon signed rank test.

All tests were one-sided and in all of them Alpha was set as 0.05.

Results
Ten patients (2 males, 9 right-handed, age: 30 � 3.9 (mean �
SEM; Table 1), implanted with intracranial electrodes for presur-
gical evaluation, participated in the present study. The patients
performed two experiments (Fig. 1). In the attention experiment,
the patients were presented with composite stimuli, consisting of
a small object (line drawing of either a face or a house) superim-
posed on a large one. In separate blocks, the patients were cued to
detect a specific target at the center or at the periphery while
maintaining fixation (see Materials and Methods). Note that,
because the images were concentric, the large image size was
associated with peripheral eccentricities whereas the small image
size was associated with central ones. In the rest of this manu-
script, we refer to the large versus small sizes as “spatial” modu-
lations, bearing in mind that in the present experiment we could
not dissociate size and eccentricity aspects.

The same composite images appeared in both attention con-
ditions in different orders; thus, the retinal input at various at-
tentional conditions was identical. Importantly, this paradigm
allowed manipulating not only spatial attention but also object-
based attention. Because the object categories were always mixed
(e.g., a face within a house) and because they were held constant

at each eccentricity within a given block, attending a certain ec-
centricity (center vs periphery) inevitably also meant attending a
certain object category. However, the counterbalance of object
categories and eccentricities allowed a 2 � 2 design isolating the
eccentricity and object category effects. In the second experiment
(“stimulus control experiment”; Fig. 1B), only one object was
presented (small or large, face or house) to assess the spatial and
object selectivity of each recording electrode.

Analysis of the behavioral data showed that the patients per-
formed the attentional task at a high level of accuracy (81.2 �
3.0%) and a low rate of false alarms (3.8 � 1.0%), indicating that
they managed to allocate attention to the cued eccentricity and
object category. Importantly, a two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with factors eccentricity (attend center or periphery)
and object category (attend face or house) showed that there were
no significant differences between the attentional conditions
both in accuracy rates and in reaction times (Table 2). Figure 2A
depicts the distribution of all the visually responsive electrodes
(n � 65) from the entire patient population (see Materials and
Methods for statistical criteria), projected on a cortical recon-
struction of a healthy subject from a previous fMRI study. De-
spite the fact that coverage of visual areas, and specifically, early
visual areas, is rare in these patients, over an extended period of
time (2 years) we managed to accumulate recording sites span-
ning the entire visual hierarchy, from V1 up to the fusiform gyrus.
A time-frequency decomposition of a representative visual elec-
trode is presented in Figure 2F. Inspection of the spectral decom-
position shows a typical broadband-positive response (�30 Hz)
coupled with a reduction in low frequencies (5–25 Hz) power
(also termed event-related desynchronization) (Crone et al.,
2006; Privman et al., 2011). Therefore, our analysis focused on
broadband HF (30 –90 Hz) changes in the spectral power of the
ECoG signals. Unless mentioned otherwise, we focused on a time
window of 50 – 600 ms after stimulus onset, which was chosen in
accordance with the duration of the broadband HF response in
both early and high-order visual areas (Fig. 2D) and with the long
latencies of attentional effects in V1/V2 reported in previous
studies (Buffalo et al., 2010).

The visually responsive electrodes were divided into early and
high-order visual electrodes based on two criteria: (1) geodesic
distance (i.e., distance along the cortical surface): electrodes lo-
cated 40 mm or less from the occipital pole (Murphey et al., 2009)
and which showed (2) response latency of 100 ms or less (Fisch et
al., 2009) were defined as early visual. Following Yoshor et al.
(2007), a subset of early visual electrodes were assigned to V1/V2
based on their anatomical locations (see Materials and Methods).
As can be seen in Figure 2A, 22 electrodes in 5 of the patients were
identified as early visual electrodes (blue), of which 10 electrodes
were assigned to V1/V2 (blue with a cyan contour), and 40 elec-
trodes in 7 of the patients were classified as high-order visual

Table 2. Reaction times, accuracy rates, and false alarm rates for the different attentional conditions

Attend center Attend periphery Attend face Attend house F (df) p value

Spatial attention
RT (ms) 639.9 � 27.6 624.5 � 21.5 0.98(1,8) 0.35
Accuracy (%) 85.3 � 2.7 77.3 � 4.2 4.96(1,8) 0.06
False alarms (%) 4.3 � 1.7 3.4 � 1.2 0.19(1,8) 0.67

Object-based attention
RT (ms) 628.4 � 28.2 649.3 � 24.2 1.99(1,8) 0.19
Accuracy (%) 84.2 � 3.3 78.5 � 3.9 1.97(1,8) 0.20
False alarms (%) 4.3 � 1.4 3.3 � 1.0 0.78(1,8) 0.40

Data are mean � SEM across subjects.
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electrodes (red). Three visual electrodes were located in close
proximity to the occipital pole (�40 mm) but showed long la-
tency responses (�100 ms) and were thus excluded from further
analysis. Next, we examined the extent to which each electrode
showed spatial selectivity (i.e., preferential response to the center
or to the periphery of the visual field: small and large images,
respectively, regardless of the object category) and object selec-
tivity (i.e., preferential response to faces or houses, regardless of
their eccentricity). Both measures were derived from the stimulus
control experiment. All 22 early visual electrodes exhibited sig-
nificant spatial selectivity (p � 0.05, uncorrected, two-way
ANOVA; see Materials and Methods), further validating their
classification as early visual electrodes. The majority of the early
visual electrodes showed preference to the center of the visual
field (17 of 22; Fig. 2B). Three early visual electrodes also showed
significant object selectivity with two preferring the house cate-
gory and one preferring the face category. Of the 40 high-order
visual electrodes, 15 electrodes were space/size-selective and 16
were object selective (Fig. 2B,C). An example broadband HF and
visual evoked responses of 2 early and 2 high-order visual elec-
trodes are shown in Figure 2, D and E.

Spatial attention effects in early visual cortex
First, we examined the extent to which responses in early visual
cortex were modulated by spatial attention. For each electrode, a
two-way ANOVA with factors eccentricity (attend center or pe-
riphery) and object category (attend face or house) was per-
formed based on the broadband HF area AUC in a time window
of 50 – 600 ms after stimulus onset. Sixteen of the 22 early visual
cortex electrodes (73%) showed a significant (p � 0.05, uncor-
rected) main effect of eccentricity-based attention. Figure 4E de-
picts the grand-averaged broadband HF responses of all early
visual electrodes when the preferred location was attended (or-
ange) and when it was ignored (green). As can be seen, at the
group level early visual electrodes showed a highly significant
effect of spatial attention (attend preferred location AUC: 0.59 �

0.01, attend nonpreferred location AUC: 0.48 � 0.01, p � 0.0005,
Wilcoxon signed rank test).

Second, we asked whether the spatial attention modulation
reflects the spatial selectivity (i.e., preference to the center or to
the periphery of the visual field) of each electrode. To that aim,
two indices were computed for each electrode based on the AUC
of the broadband HF response: a spatial selectivity index, which
measured the preference of the electrode to the center or to the
periphery of the visual field based on the stimulus control exper-
iment, and a spatial attention index, which quantified the mod-
ulation of the visual response by spatial attention in the main
experiment. These indices were also computed as d� values (see
Materials and Methods). This analysis was performed on all vi-
sual electrodes (both early visual and high order) that showed
spatial selectivity in the stimulus control experiment. Note that
only 3 electrodes (4.6% of the visual electrodes) exhibited a sig-
nificant spatial attention modulation despite not showing spatial
selectivity. We found a significant correlation between these two
indices (r � 0.58, p � 0.0005): electrodes that were tuned to the
center of the visual field showed enhanced broadband HF visual
responses when the patient attended the central image, and vice
versa for peripheral electrodes. Furthermore, electrodes showing
narrower tuning to spatial location also showed stronger spatial
attention modulation (Fig. 3A,B). This correlation was also ob-
tained using the spatial selectivity d� and spatial attention d� (r �
0.67, p � 10�5).

Next, we examined to what extent the magnitude of the atten-
tional modulation depended on the level of visual hierarchy. Be-
cause fMRI retinotopic mappings were not feasible in this
patient’s cohort, we measured the geodesic distance of each elec-
trode from the occipital pole (OP) as an indirect anatomical in-
dex of cortical hierarchy (Murphey et al., 2009). Over the entire
visual electrodes population, this measure was significantly cor-
related to the response latency of each electrode (r � 0.56, p �
10�5), supporting its use as an approximate proxy of visual hier-
archy. The magnitude of the attentional modulation was defined

Figure 3. Spatial attention effects along the visual cortical hierarchy. A, Correlation between spatial attention index ( y-axis, assessed in the attention experiment) and spatial selectivity index
(x-axis, assessed in the stimulus control experiment) in early (blue) and high-order (red) electrodes. Positive attentional modulation values indicate an enhanced visual response when the central
image was attended, and negative values indicate an enhanced response when the peripheral image was attended. Positive spatial selectivity values indicate preference to the center of the visual
field, and negative values indicate preference to the periphery. Filled dots indicate electrodes that exhibited a significant difference ( p � 0.05, FDR corrected) between the broadband HF responses
when the central versus peripheral image was attended. Note the tight positive relationship between stimulus selectivity and attentional effects, indicating that attention produced an enhancement
in broadband HF response when corresponding to the preferred location. B, Spatial attention modulation of broadband HF responses in two early visual electrodes: one selective to the center of the
visual field (top) and the other to the periphery (bottom). A, C, Each electrode is marked by an arrow of the corresponding color. Its stimulus preferences are shown in Figure 2D. AttP, Attend
periphery; AttC, attend center. The conventions are the same as in Figure 2D. C, Locations of all the spatial selective electrodes presented in A, projected on an unfolded occipitotemporal cortical
surface. The electrodes are color-coded according to the sign and magnitude of the spatial attention index.
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as the absolute value of the spatial attention index (see Materials
and Methods). Within early visual cortex, there was a significant
correlation between the magnitude of spatial attention modula-
tion and the distance from the occipital pole (r � 0.55, p � 0.01;
using d� values: r � 0.66, p � 0.001): attentional modulation
became larger at more anterior visual areas (Fig. 4A). However,
this effect could not be the result of more selective spatial tuning
because the correlation between spatial selectivity and distance
from the occipital pole within early visual cortex was not signifi-
cant (r � �0.22, p � 0.31).

An interesting issue concerns the timing of the attentional
effect with increasing distances from the occipital pole (i.e.,
higher approximate hierarchy). To examine this phenomenon,
we computed the latency of the attentional modulation of each
electrode. For this analysis, a longer time window was considered
(up to 1 s after stimulus) and the significance of the attentional
modulation was assessed for each time point individually (p �
0.05; FDR corrected; see Materials and Methods). Using this cri-
terion, 81% of the early visual electrodes in general and 70% of
the V1/V2 electrodes in particular exhibited significant atten-
tional modulation, indicating that this time window was more
sensitive to attentional effects. Moreover, this analysis revealed
that the latency of the attentional modulation was negatively cor-
related with the distance from the occipital pole: attentional
modulation appeared earlier in time in anterior relative to poste-
rior early visual electrodes (r � �0.55, p � 0.05; Fig. 4B). This
effect could not be attributed to differences in response latency

because the correlation between attentional latency and response
latency was not significant (r � 0.38, p � 0.11). Moreover, for
each early visual electrode, we computed the difference between
the response latency and the attentional modulation latency (“at-
tentional lag”). The attentional lag ranged from 0 ms (i.e., atten-
tional modulation present at the onset of the visual response) to
485 ms. Like the latency of the attentional modulation itself, the
attentional lag was negatively correlated with the distance from
the occipital pole (r � �0.53, p � 0.05), further supporting the
notion that the latency of the attentional modulation was re-
duced at longer distances from the OP.

Figure 4C depicts examples of three adjacent early visual elec-
trodes recorded simultaneously from the same patient (their an-
atomical locations are shown in Fig. 4D). As can be seen, the more
anterior electrode exhibited stronger attentional modulation,
which occurred earlier in time (370 ms in the most posterior
electrode vs 50 ms in the most anterior electrode). Could the early
onset of the attentional effect be a mere confound of the magni-
tude of the attentional effect? Are the shorter attentional latencies
in anterior sites simply because of the better signal-to-noise ratio
of the attentional modulation? To address this issue, we com-
puted for each early visual electrode the signal-to-noise ratio of
the attentional modulation (mean/variance across trials). There
was no significant correlation between this signal-to-noise ratio
measure and the distance from the OP (r � �0.34, p � 0.12), or
with the attentional latency (r � 0.13, p � 0.60), rendering this
explanation unlikely.

Figure 4. Spatial attention effects in early visual cortex: magnitude and latency. A, Correlation between the magnitude of spatial attention modulation (absolute value of the spatial attention
index) and geodesic distance (i.e., distance along the cortical surface) from the OP in early visual electrodes. V1/V2 electrodes are marked by a cyan contour. B, Correlation between the latency of the
attentional modulation, defined as the first time point in which the two attentional conditions showed a significant difference, and geodesic distance from the OP. C, D, Broadband HF responses of
three adjacent early visual electrodes located at increasing distances from the OP (from left to right) and recorded simultaneously in the same patient during the attention experiment. The
attentional modulation latency is marked by a blue dot on the x-axis. The electrodes are marked as “e1,” “e2,” and “e3” in all panels, and their locations are shown on a cortical reconstruction of the
right hemisphere along with the geodesic distance from the OP (blue path) (D). Note that as the geodesic distance (reflecting indirectly the level of cortical hierarchy) increases, the latency of
attentional modulation decreases, suggesting a sequential wave of attentional modulation moving from high to low visual regions. E, Grand-averaged broadband HF responses of all early visual
electrodes (n � 22) when the preferred location was attended (orange) compared with when it was ignored (green).
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Object-based attentional effects in high-order visual cortex
Within each block of the attention experiment, a certain eccen-
tricity was always coupled with a certain object category. There-
fore, even though the patients were explicitly instructed to attend
a certain eccentricity, they also attended a certain object category.
Sixteen high-order visual electrodes were object-selective and
88% of them (14 of 16) showed a significant main effect of object-
based attention (p � 0.05, uncorrected, two-way ANOVA; see
Materials and Methods). Note that only 3 electrodes (4.6% of the
visual electrodes) exhibited a significant object-based attention
modulation despite not showing object selectivity; therefore, the
following analysis was limited to object selective electrodes only
(Moran and Desimone, 1985; Reynolds et al., 2000; Maunsell and
Treue, 2006).

In a similar manner to the spatial domain, two indices were
calculated for each electrode: an object selectivity index, which
captured the preference of each electrode to faces or houses in the
stimulus control experiment, regardless of their eccentricity, and
an object-based attention index, which quantified the modula-
tion of the visual responses by attending a certain object category,
regardless of eccentricity. As can be seen in Figure 5, A and B,
throughout the visual hierarchy there was a striking coupling
between the object selectivity of each electrode and its modula-
tion by object-based attention (r � 0.93, p � 10�8; using d�
values: r � 0.94, p � 10�8): electrodes that were face-selective
showed enhanced broadband HF power when the patient at-
tended faces, and vice versa for house-selective electrodes. The
sharper the object selectivity became, the stronger the attentional
modulation. The mean object-based attentional modulation la-
tency in object-selective electrodes was 254 � 26 ms, and it lagged
the response latency by 142 � 23 ms.

Spatial attention effects in high-order visual cortex
To what extent did high-order visual areas also exhibit spatial/
size attention modulation, regardless of object-based attention?
Inspection of the anatomical distribution of spatial selective elec-
trodes (Fig. 3C) revealed that spatial attention effects were not
confined to early visual electrodes. Rather, spatial attention mod-
ulations were present throughout the entire visual hierarchy. To

quantify this effect, we selected high-order visual electrodes,
which showed a significant spatial preference in the stimulus con-
trol experiment, and examined whether they manifested spatial
attention effects as well. For each attentional condition (i.e., at-
tend preferred location vs attend nonpreferred location), we
computed the broadband HF response, averaged across all the
electrodes in the set. Note that the electrodes in this analysis were
selected not only according to their anatomical location (high-
order visual cortex) but also according to their stimulus prefer-
ences. This analysis was performed also in the object domain for
comparison.

Were there any high-order visual cortex sites that showed size
or eccentricity selectivity and did they exhibit attentional modu-
lation as well? As can be seen in Figure 6A (top row), high-order
visual electrodes that were spatially selective (n � 15) also exhib-
ited a significant spatial attention modulation: the AUC in the
“attend preferred location” condition was 0.24 � 0.01, whereas
the AUC in the “attend nonpreferred location” was 0.21 � 0.01
(p � 0.005, paired Wilcoxon signed rank test; see Materials and
Methods). As expected, high-order visual electrodes that were
object selective (n � 16) showed a highly significant object-based
attentional modulation (Fig. 6B, top row): the AUC in the “at-
tend preferred object” condition was 0.25 � 0.01, whereas the
AUC in the “attend nonpreferred object” was 0.16 � 0.01 (p �
0.0005, paired Wilcoxon signed rank test).

Next, we selected a subset of 7 face-selective electrodes located
ventrally along the fusiform gyrus (with the exception of two
electrodes placed over the inferior temporal gyrus; Fig. 2C). Note
that these electrodes were selected based on their object selectivity
and anatomical locations; nonetheless, they exhibited a signifi-
cant spatial attention modulation, with the majority showing a
central visual field preference (attend center AUC: 0.23 � 0.02,
attend periphery AUC: 0.20 � 0.02, p � 0.05, paired Wilcoxon
signed rank test; Fig. 6A, bottom row).

It is important to note that in early visual electrodes we did not
find any significant modulation of the baseline broadband HF
activity (Fig. 4E). In object-selective high-order visual electrodes,
a point-by-point comparison revealed a slight trend (p � 0.05,
uncorrected) of elevated prestimulus activity when the preferred

Figure 5. Object-based attention effects along the visual cortical hierarchy. A, Correlation between object-based attention index ( y-axis, assessed in the attention experiment) and object
selectivity index (x-axis, assessed in the stimulus control experiment) in early (blue) and high-order (red) electrodes. Positive attentional modulation values indicate an enhanced visual response
when faces were attended, and negative values indicate an enhanced response when houses were attended. Positive object selectivity values indicate preference to faces, and negative values
indicate preference to houses. B, Object-based attention modulation of the broadband HF responses in two high-order visual electrodes: one selective to faces (top) and the other to houses (bottom).
A, C, Each electrode is marked by an arrow of the corresponding color. Its stimulus preferences are shown in Figure 2D. AttF, Attend faces; AttH, attend houses. C, Locations of all the object selective
electrodes presented in A, projected on an unfolded occipitotemporal cortical surface. The electrodes are color-coded according to the sign and magnitude of the object-based attention index. The
conventions are the same as in Figure 3.
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object was attended compared with when it was ignored (Fig. 6B,
right top).

Effective attentional modulation
To what extent does the attentional modulation reflect the sign
and magnitude of stimulus modulation in a given area? A total of
82% of the spatial selective electrodes and 100% of the object
selective electrodes showed an attentional modulation that was of
the same sign as the stimulus selectivity (i.e., attention increased
the broadband HF responses in accordance with the stimulus
preference of the recording sites; see Figs. 3, 5). To compare the
magnitudes of the attentional and stimulus modulations we com-
puted, for each spatial or object selective electrode, an effective
attention index (EAI). The EAI was defined as the ratio between
the mean attentional modulation (eccentricity and object-based)
and the mean stimulus modulation, thus representing a global
attention modulation index (see Materials and Methods). There
was a significant correlation between the EAI and the distance
from the occipital pole (r � 0.49, p � 0.0005; Fig. 7B). In early
visual electrodes, the attentional modulation was 27 � 4% of the
stimulus modulation, whereas in high-order electrodes this ratio
reached a level of 50 � 4%. The EAI was also correlated to the
response latency of each electrode (r � 0.56, p � 0.0005; Fig.
7A), thus further validating the enhancement of effective at-
tentional modulation along the visual hierarchy (Fig. 7C).

Attentional modulation of VEPs
Up to this point, we focused on attentional modulation of the
broadband HF responses. However, as can be seen in Figure 2E,
spatial and object preferences were evident also in the VEPs. Are
the VEPs also modulated by attention? To examine this point, we
selected a subset of early visual electrodes that showed a signifi-
cant spatial selectivity in the VEPs acquired during the stimulus
control experiment (n � 15). Then, we compared the VEPs ac-
quired during the attention experiment when the preferred loca-
tion was attended versus when it was ignored. As can be seen in
Figure 8A, despite the robust spatial selectivity (top row, left), the

VEPs failed to exhibit any attentional modulation (top row,
right). As for the broadband HF responses, we computed the
AUC of the VEPs in a time window of 50 – 600 ms after stimulus
onset (see Materials and Methods). There was no significant dif-

Figure 6. Grand-averaged attentional modulations of broadband HF responses in high-order visual cortex. A, Spatial attention effects. Top row left, Grand-averaged broadband HF responses of
15 spatial selective high-order visual electrodes to the preferred (light orange) and nonpreferred (light green) locations. Top row right, Broadband HF responses of these electrodes when the
preferred location was attended (orange) and when it was ignored (green). Bottom row, Same as above for 7 face-selective electrodes located ventrally along the fusiform gyrus. Note that the
comparison in this panel is between “attend center” (orange) and “attend periphery” (green). B, Object-based attention effects. Top row left, Grand-averaged broadband HF responses of 16
object-selective high-order visual electrodes to the preferred (cyan) and nonpreferred (purple) objects. Top row right, Broadband HF responses of these electrodes when the preferred object was
attended (cyan) and when it was ignored (purple). Bottom row, Same as above for 7 ventral face-selective electrodes. The comparison in this panel is between “attend face” (purple) and “attend
house” (cyan). SEM (across electrodes) is given by shading, and time points showing a significant difference between the two conditions ( p � 0.05, uncorrected) are shown in yellow.

Figure 7. Effective attention modulation along the visual hierarchy. A, Correlation between
the effective attention modulation (attentional modulation divided by stimulus modula-
tion; y-axis) and response latency (x-axis). B, Correlation between the effective attention mod-
ulation ( y-axis) and distance from the OP (x-axis). C, Visualization of the effective attention
modulation of all visual electrodes projected on a flattened cortical surface. Note the clear
progression of the effective modulation with geodesic distance and latency, suggesting an
increased impact of attentional modulation along the cortical hierarchy.
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ference between the AUC estimates of the two attentional condi-
tions (attend preferred location AUC: 0.26 � 0.02, attend
nonpreferred location AUC: 0.24 � 0.02, p � 0.33, paired Wil-
coxon signed rank test). A similar result was obtained in a subset
of 13 high-order visual electrodes, which showed clear object
selectivity (Fig. 8B) but failed to exhibit significant attentional
modulation (attend preferred object AUC: 0.22 � 0.02, attend
nonpreferred object AUC: 0.20 � 0.02, paired Wilcoxon signed
rank test, p � 0.15). However, a point-by-point comparison re-
vealed a significant (p � 0.05, uncorrected) object-based atten-
tional modulation between 485 and 560 ms after stimulus.
Although additional frequency bands, such as alpha and beta,
have been implicated in attentional processes, we have not exam-
ined these here.

Controls for eye movements
An important question concerns the possible confound of eye
movements in the observed attentional effects. As in every spatial
attention task, it is important to verify that the gaze was held
constant and only the attentional spotlight was shifted in the

visual space. This was indeed verified by
eye tracking in two of the patients (due to
limitations imposed by the clinical setting,
eye tracking was possible only in these pa-
tients; see Materials and Methods). In
both of these patients and in all atten-
tional conditions, fixations outside the
borders of the central image were rare
(�10% of the trials; Fig. 1C). Removing
these trials did not significantly change
the values of the spatial and object-based
attention indices (paired Wilcoxon signed
rank test; spatial domain: p � 0.57; object
domain: p � 0.81). It could be argued that
the long time window (50 – 600 ms after
stimulus onset) that was used in some of
the analyses increased the likelihood of in-
cluding eye movements, which may have
differed between the various attentional
conditions. Therefore, we reanalyzed the
entire dataset, focusing on the core visual
response (100 –300 ms after stimulus on-
set). Using this shorter time window
mainly affected the percentage of early vi-
sual electrodes that showed significant at-
tentional modulation (45% in the short
time window vs 81% in the broad time
window). This is expected because of the
long latencies of attentional modulation
in V1/V2 electrodes (Fig. 4B). All the
other main findings were replicated with
this shorter time window, further ren-
dering an eye movement confound un-
likely.

Discussion
Attentional modulation of broadband
HF responses in early visual cortex
Our results provide a clear demonstration
that attention significantly modulates
broadband HF (30 –90 Hz) responses in
early visual cortex, including in V1/V2
(Fig. 4). In contrast, as shown by previous
research (Luck and Girelli, 1998; Martinez

et al., 1999; Yoshor et al., 2007; Chalk et al., 2010), VEPs failed to
show such modulation (Fig. 8). In this aspect, our results extend
a growing body of literature pointing to broadband HF power
modulations as a robust neuronal index of perceptual phenom-
ena in general (Singer and Gray, 1995; Tallon-Baudry and Ber-
trand, 1999; Lachaux et al., 2005; Fisch et al., 2009) and of
selective attention in particular (Ray et al., 2008; Lachaux and
Ossandón, 2009). It should be stressed that this study focused on
broadband spectral modulations and not rhythmic narrow-band
gamma synchronization (Fries et al., 2001; Womelsdorf and
Fries, 2011; Bosman et al., 2012; Buzsáki et al., 2012). Several
recent ECoG studies pointed to discrepancies between broad-
band HF responses and VEPs (Engell and McCarthy, 2010, 2011;
Vidal et al., 2010; Privman et al., 2011). Specifically, Engell and
McCarthy (2010) reported a similar phenomenon in high-order
visual cortex, namely, that object-based attention strongly mod-
ulates face-specific broadband HF responses but not face-specific
VEPs (N200). The reason for these discrepancies is not fully es-
tablished. It has been suggested that VEPs depend on precise

Figure 8. Lack of attentional modulation of the VEPs. A, Spatial attention effects. Top row, Grand-averaged VEPs of 15 spatial
selective early visual electrodes. Bottom row, Grand-averaged VEPs of 15 spatial selective high-order visual electrodes. B, Object-
based attention effects. Grand-averaged VEPs of 14 object-selective high-order visual electrodes. Note that, despite the robust
stimulus selectivity (left), the VEPs failed to reveal a significant attentional modulation (right). The format and conventions are the
same as in Figure 6.
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neuronal phase locking and might be less related to neuronal
activity levels (Privman et al., 2011). In addition, our observation
that the VEPs showed clear spatial and object selectivity despite
the lack of attentional modulation (Fig. 8) suggests that they are
driven primarily by bottom-up processes.

The significant attentional modulation of broadband HF re-
sponses in early visual cortex reported here is compatible with
extensive fMRI literature (Brefczynski and DeYoe, 1999; Gandhi
et al., 1999; Kastner et al., 1999; Martinez et al., 1999; Somers et
al., 1999). Moreover, the magnitude of the spatial attention mod-
ulation in our study was quantified in a similar manner to previ-
ous fMRI studies (see Materials and Methods) and paralleled the
magnitudes reported in some of these studies (O’Connor et al.,
2002). However, it should be noted that several fMRI studies
reported attentional effects in early visual cortex during the pre-
stimulus baseline (Kastner et al., 1999; Ress et al., 2000; Silver et
al., 2007) that were not found in the current study.

Our results may appear to contrast single-unit and local field
recordings in the macaque, reporting modest (Mehta et al., 2000;
Maunsell and Cook, 2002; Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004) or even
nonexistent (Luck et al., 1997; Marcus and Van Essen, 2002)
attentional modulation of earliest visual areas. However, other
studies reported significant attentional modulations in early vi-
sual cortex (Roelfsema et al., 1998; Fries et al., 2002; Buffalo et al.,
2010; Buffalo et al., 2011; Bosman et al., 2012). A recent study has
reported that attention actually reduces gamma-band responses
in V1 (Chalk et al., 2010). In contrast, with one exception, in all
early visual electrodes that we examined, attention always en-
hanced the broadband HF response (Fig. 3). There are a few
possible explanations for this inconsistency. First, Chalk et al.
(2010) (as well as other studies) examined narrow-band gamma
responses (30 –50 Hz), selected according to a discrete spectral
peak, whereas the current study examined broadband power
modulations. Second, there is a major difference in the recording
methodology, penetrating microelectrodes in monkey studies
versus surface electrodes of 2 mm in our study (Boynton, 2011).
Another important difference concerns the visual stimuli; in the
Chalk et al. (2010) study, the stimuli were highly localized line
stimuli, whereas in our study the stimuli extended in visual space
and consisted of complex object images, probably masking po-
tential surround inhibitory effects (Chalk et al., 2010). Fourth,
the differences may result from the fact that behaving primates
performed the tasks after long training procedures (usually a few
months) whereas the patients underwent brief training only (a
few minutes). Long training might reduce the difficulty of the
task at hand and thus weaken the attentional modulation (Chen
et al., 2008). Finally, one cannot rule out the possibility that a
species difference may underlie the differential efficacy of atten-
tional modulations (Boynton, 2011).

Up to this point, we interpreted the attentional modulation
effects as enhanced response when the preferred stimulus (either
location or object category) was attended. However, we cannot
exclude the possibility that the attention effects also reflected a
suppression of the response to the nonattended stimulus. Resolv-
ing this issue would require a good estimate of baseline activity,
which was not available in this study due to the short interblock
intervals.

Attentional modulation and functional selectivity
Our results clearly demonstrate that attention acts to enhance the
sensitivity of cortical sites to their preferred stimuli. Thus, across
the entire visual hierarchy, the direction of attentional modula-
tion matched the preferred stimulus of the electrodes (82% of the

electrodes in the spatial domain and 100% in the object domain;
Figs. 3, 5). Furthermore, there was a clear correlation between the
stimulus selectivity of the electrodes and their attentional modu-
lation level both in the spatial domain (r � 0.58, p � 0.0005; Fig.
3) and in the object domain (r � 0.93, p � 10�8; Fig. 5). This link
between stimulus selectivity and attention is compatible with
prevailing models of attentional modulations that posit that at-
tention acts to change the gain of stimulus-selective neurons
(Moran and Desimone, 1985; Reynolds et al., 2000; Maunsell and
Treue, 2006) and with the normalization model of attention
(Reynolds and Heeger, 2009). Our results extend these models by
demonstrating that the link between receptive field properties
and attentional modulation is valid not only to firing rates of
individual neurons but also to the activity of large neuronal pop-
ulations underlying broadband HF responses in ECoG.

An interesting observation of the present study is the finding
of clear instances of attentional modulation by eccentricity or size
in high-order object-selective electrodes (Fig. 6). Although ven-
tral stream areas have been traditionally assumed to be size and
position invariant, a growing number of studies indicate that
such complete invariance has been an oversimplification (Levy et
al., 2001; Hasson et al., 2003; Yue et al., 2011). Our results are also
compatible with previous fMRI studies that demonstrated spatial
attention effects in high-order visual areas (Kastner et al., 1998;
Martinez et al., 1999; Downing et al., 2001). However, these stud-
ies focused on visual hemifield effects (i.e., attend left vs right
visual fields), whereas our study extends these observation to the
size/eccentricity dimension (i.e., attending the center or the pe-
riphery of the visual field).

Attention and the cortical hierarchy
Our experimental paradigm, combining both spatial and object-
based attention in the same task, allowed us to obtain a direct
comparison of such effects across the visual hierarchy. Using the
anatomical distance from the occipital pole and response latency
as indirect measures of the cortical hierarchy (Tootell et al., 1996;
Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004; Murphey et al., 2009), we found
that early visual cortex sites were predominately modulated by
spatial attention (attending center vs periphery), whereas high-
order visual sites were modulated by object-based attention (at-
tending faces vs houses). Comparing the stimulus selectivity of
early versus high-order electrodes clearly indicated the domi-
nance of eccentricity selectivity in early cortex and object-
category selectivity in high-order areas. However, such
differential selectivity profiles may be the result of method-
ological limitations inherent in the fairly large size of the
ECoG electrodes, which may average out small functional mo-
saics, such as feature-selective columns in early visual cortex,
while maintaining selectivity for larger scale cortical organiza-
tions, such as eccentricity mapping.

In considering the relationship between the cortical hierarchy
and attentional modulation, our results clearly confirm and ex-
tend prior reports indicating that attentional modulation in-
creases with cortical hierarchy (Moran and Desimone, 1985;
Luck et al., 1997; O’Connor et al., 2002). However, previous stud-
ies have not differentiated between increases in attentional mod-
ulation per se versus increases that result from enhanced
functional selectivity. Here we introduced the “effective atten-
tional modulation” measure (attentional modulation divided by
stimulus modulation), which showed a gradual increase along
the visual cortical hierarchy (Fig. 7). We have argued previously
(Avidan et al., 2002) that the visual cortical hierarchy reflects a
gradual transformation from optically driven representations to
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more perceptually based ones (Grill-Spector et al., 2000). To the
extent that attention modulates the perceptual state, such gradual
change in its efficacy along the cortical hierarchy is compatible
with this notion.

A major advantage in ECoG recordings over fMRI is the high
temporal resolution, which allowed us to uncover the precise
timing of the attentional modulation effects. Relating the latency
of the attentional effect to the cortical hierarchy revealed that,
within early visual cortex, attentional modulation latency was
shorter in anterior relative to posterior sites (Fig. 4B). This result
is compatible with a recent study in behaving monkeys (Buffalo et
al., 2010), which suggested that attentional signals progress back-
wards from V4 to V1/V2. Our results support this notion and
extend these results to human local field potentials recordings.
Such progression, together with our failure to detect baseline
shifts anticipating the attentional effects, suggests that the atten-
tional modulation was generated de novo for each stimulus pre-
sentation, rather than being a sustained modulation throughout
the block of trials.
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